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WHAT A MONTH

OR A month that is traditionally

the quietest of the year, the

results were quite astonishing.

Almost 40% of the stable’s runners

won; nearly 72% were in the first three;

and the figure for individual winners

was 54.5%, i.e. of the 33 horses which

ran in January, 18 of them won at least

once.

For owners, Mark and his team, and

all the yard’s friends and supporters, the

stunning success lifted the gloom of a

month riven by Covid, snow, floods,

and the continuing restrictions on

racing.

The prize-money collected was easily

a January record at £121,000. And there

was a special highlight at the end of the

month when the yard’s new apprentice,

16-year-old Jonny Peate, won on his

very first ride!  

‘If I could bottle it – whatever it is

that is making our horses run so well at

the minute – and sell it, I would,’ said

Mark. 

‘But unfortunately, there is no magic

potion and it is no easier to explain a

phenomenally good run of form than it

is to explain a string of losers.’

Assistant trainer Charlie Johnston,

said he was particularly delighted at the

yard’s winning strike rate of 39.6%.

‘The strike rate at which these

January winners have been achieved is

probably more impressive than the

number of winners itself,’ he said.

The haul of 21 winners from 53

runners, the best January performance

for the yard since Mark began training

more than 30 years ago, comfortably

beat the previous best of 16, recorded in

2011 and 2014. There were seven

seconds, and 10 thirds.

The campaign started with a bang,

with the first three runners of the year

scoring an across-the-card treble on

January 2. That was followed by four

doubles, achieved on January 17, 18, 22

and 25 respectively. 

Mark always eyes closely the

statistics and trends thrown up by the

performances of the horses in the string. 

‘In monitoring the form of the yard I

tend to concentrate on the percentage of

placed horses as, simply due to the

greater numbers, it is a more reliable

indicator,’ he said.

‘As a rough rule of thumb, I say that

if we are having 50% placed, we are

‘flying’; 33% is good and anything

under 25% requires investigation.’

Set against those parameters, the

January placed strike rate of 73.4%  has

to be regarded as stellar!

Mark continued: ‘Of course the

horses are generally well but we are still

encountering all the usual winter

ailments: coughs and snotty noses;

cracked heels from exercising in the

wet; ringworm from an influx of new

young horses; and so on. We are not

doing anything differently.

‘When we had a run of more than 100

consecutive losers one year and James

Willoughby famously commented that

‘there is no such thing as yard form’, he

explained our ‘poor’ performance by

saying that it was down to the

population of horses that we were

running at the time and he pointed out

that, based on previous form, the vast

majority could not be expected to win.

There was a lot of truth in that.

‘Long may it last but we must keep

our feet on the ground and remember

that the nature of the British programme

and its reliance on handicaps often

dictates that a peak must be followed by

a trough as our friends the official

handicappers hike the winners up and

try to stop them from winning again.

Sadly, it takes a lot longer to come

down in the handicap than it does to go

up.

Another statistic that pleased Mark

and Charlie was that 18 of the 33 horses

which ran in the month won at least

once, a figure of 54.5%.

‘That kind of figure is the sort we

might aspire to achieve by the end of a

particular season,’ Mark told the

Klarion.

‘But we would never expect it at this

stage. It underlines what a fabulous start

we’ve made to the year.’

AN the yard maintain this hot

pace? 

Mark would love that to be the case,

but is understandably cautious.

He points out that the reliance of

British racing on handicap events often

dictates that a peak must be followed by

a trough as horses rise in the weights. 

‘Thankfully we have a few more

horses waiting in the wings to pick up

the gauntlet if this first wave of success

starts to wane, he said.

‘It’s more important than ever to get

winners; rest assured we’ll leave no

stone unturned in an effort to keep

racking them up!’

Last month was Johnston Racing’s most
successful January in the history of the yard,

with records smashed in a red-hot run of winners

The yard’s January campaigns in each of the last four seasons
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‘If I could bottle it and
sell it, I would. But

there’s no magic potion.’
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